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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this investigation is to find out the highest caffeine percent recovery 
using extraction and purification methods in organic and commercial teas. 

The hypothesis of this research is: If the caffeine from one organic and two commercial 
teas is extracted and measured, then the commercial teas will have the highest percent 
caffeine recovery because of the production of it compared to the organic (native grown) 
Navajo tea. 

In order to test the hypothesis, the procedure was to test the ethyl acetate that was 
separated from the liquid tea.  After extracting the caffeine from the tea, the next 
procedure is to purify the caffeine. In order to purify the caffeine, the ethyl acetate and 
caffeine are separated in extraction. Crucial to this investigation is the crystallization and 
sublimation in order to obtain the pure caffeine. 

The last procedure is to identify the amount of caffeine by using Paper Chromatography 
to identify the Retardation Factor, Rf.
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Figure 1.  Three Molecules Central to this Study
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RESEARCH QUESTION: Which type of tea (organic or commercial 
tea) would have the highest average caffeine recovered, using 
extraction and purification methods. 
HYPOTHESIS: If the caffeine from the one organic and two 
commercial teas is extracted and measured, then the commercial teas 
will have the highest average percent caffeine recovery because of the 
production of it, compared to organic and native grown Navajo tea.



METHODOLOGY

The independent variables of this investigation are Earl Grey tea 
(commercial), Lipton (commercial), Organic Navajo Tea (native grown), 
and Decaffeinated Green Tea (commercial). 

The dependent variables are the Caffeine Paper Chromatography, the 
Rf Value, Extraction, and percent caffeine. 

A Control variable will be the caffeine standard. 

In order to assess the results of the extraction and isolation of caffeine, 
a graph generated from the Caffeine Paper Chromatography, 
Retardation Factor Rf, Extraction, and percent caffeine recovered 
percentages is presented for Earl Grey Tea (commercial), Lipton 
(commercial), Organic Navajo Tea (native grown), and Decaffeinated 
green tea (commercial).







Table 5: Summary of Average Percent Caffeine Recovered 
Caffeinated and Decaffeinated Teas

Type of Tea Trial 1 Trial 2 Average  x̅

Earl Grey Tea 
(Commercial Tea)

12.0% 12.0% 12.0%

Lipton Tea 
(Commercial Tea )

10.0% 11.0% 10.5%

Navajo Tea
(Native Grown)

8.0% 12.0% 10.0%

Decaffeinated Tea
(Commercial Tea)

5.0% 3.0% 4.0%

Table 5 is the summary of previous data tables 1-4.  From both the 
above summary table, and the resulting bar chart of that data on the 
following page, it is clear that Earl Grey tea had the highest average 
caffeine (12.0%) followed by Lipton Tea (10.5%).  Navajo Tea, which is 
native grown, had the lowest average caffeine at only 10.0%, making it 
the healthy choice among caffeinated teas.

The above table and following figure also showed that decaffeinated 
tea is not actually decaffeinated, but merely “reduced in caffeine,” as 
caffeine was still recovered from the decaffeinated tea.
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Figure 2.  Percent Caffeine Recovered: Two Trials and Resulting Averages for three 
Caffeinated Teas and one Decaffeinated Tea
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Figure 3.  Chromatography Paper and Calculating the Retardation Factor Rf



DISCUSSION

The results found in this investigation provided an acceptance to the 
hypothesis. This showed that Earl Grey (commercial) had the highest 
average percent caffeine recovered (12.0%) followed by Lipton tea 
(commercial) (10.5%), and organic Navajo tea was the lowest of the three 
caffeinated teas at an average of 10%.  Compared to other experiments 
like Trimle’s, show that Lipton tea had an 18.8% of caffeine in one bag. 
This differs in this experiment with only an average of 10.5% of caffeine 
found in Lipton tea. 

However, this experiment differs from Trimble’s by the amount of variables. 
Trimble had one variable, Lipton, and this investigation utilized 3 types of 
caffeinated teas. The use of sodium carbonate in the tea mixture was used 
to alter the gallic acid’s chemical formula. If Sodium Carbonate was not 
used the gallic acid would change the results. By having the sodium 
carbonate, it also converts the tea to an inorganic salt. Limitations that 
would help find the highest caffeine yield would be the industrial solvent 
methylene chloride, which is very toxic and banned by the EPA for use in 
paint removers as of November 24, 2019.  Other possible limitations that 
this investigation included the commercial teas chosen.  Decaffeinated 
Green tea has a very little to no caffeine level according to the company, 
but a significant average percent of caffeine (4.0%) was detected 
nevertheless.



CONCLUSIONS

The results found in this investigation accepted the hypothesis that 
both commercial teas (Earl Grey and Lipton) had more caffeine 
than Navajo tea (organic, native grown). 

This means that drinking Navajo tea is healthier than commercial 
tea, which is good for the Navajos who consume it. 

However, through this investigation I found out that decaffeinated 
green tea does in fact contain caffeine, with an average of 4.0% 
percent caffeine recovered. This shows that although decaffeinated 
labeled products infer there is no caffeine in them, a low 
percentage of caffeine can still be obtained.  Thus, the trade name 
“decaffeinated,” really means “reduced caffeine.”
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